We give a geometric interpretation of Milnor's invariantsμ(ijk) in terms of triple intersection points of Seifert surfaces for the three link components. This generalizes ideas from Cochran [Co] to links which are not algebraically split. Keywords:μ-invariants; link homotopy; Seifert surfaces.
= 1, A q > where the generators are the meridians m i of the components of the link, the l i denote the longitudes of the components of the link, and A q denotes the qth subgroup in the lower central series of the free group on {m i }. So each longitude (and the generators of the Wirtinger presentation) can be written in π 1 /(π 1 ) q as a word in the m i 's. We look at the Magnus expansion of the longitudes, which means replacing m i with 1 + K i and m −1 i with 1 − K i + K 2 i − .... We define µ(ijk) as the coefficient of K i K j in the Magnus expansion of l k . In general, this is not well-defined for links (because it depends on the choice of meridians). Thenμ(ijk) is µ(ijk) modulo ∆ = gcd{linking numbers f or components i, j, k}. This is now a well-defined invariant of links up to concordance, as long as q > 2 (it is otherwise independent of q). If the indices i, j, k are all distinct, it is in fact an invariant of link homotopy.
In practice, this means writing the word for l k (as a product of generators of the Wirtinger presentation), and then writing each generator g as a conjugate w −1 m i w of a meridian. Since we mod out by (π 1 ) 3 , each generator in w can be written simply as the meridian of the corresponding arc. Finally, we ignore any occurrences of m k (i.e. of self-crossings of component k), and then take the Magnus expansion.
Our goal is to reinterpret this process in terms of the Seifert surfaces of the link components and their intersections. This is a generalization of Cochran's work [Co] , where he considers links with trivial linking numbers. We hope to extend the idea to links with non-trivial linking numbers. We first notice that two surfaces can intersect in essentially three ways: clasps, ribbons and circles (see Figure 1) . We orient these intersections according to the orientation of the surfaces (which comes from the orientation of the link components), and an ordering of the surfaces.
Given three components L 1 , L 2 , L 3 and corresponding Seifert surfaces F 1 , F 2 , F 3 , we will define two functions, M (123) and T (123). M (123) is more complicated to define. We begin by picking a basepoint for each link component (this is equivalent to choosing the meridians in the definition of Milnor's invariant). Then, on each link component (i.e. the boundary of each Seifert surface), label the endpoints of clasps and ribbons according to which other Seifert surface is intersected with. The labels will have a sign according to the orientation of the clasp or ribbon at that endpoint. Now we can read off a word around the boundary of each Seifert surface, beginning at the basepoint and following the orientation of the link component. Remark: Note that E(ijk) ≡ −E(jik). The sum E(ijk) + E(jik) counts the number of ordered pairs (i, j) and (j, i) in the word we read off along the boundary of F k . This sum is the number of unordered pairs i, j in this word, which is the product of the number of occurrences of i in the word times the number of
, which is trivial modulo the gcd of the linking numbers.
We illustrate this definition with the example shown in Figure 2 . Here we labeled the first component a, the second component b and the third component c. We
and M (cba). This means first computing E(abc), E(bac), E(cab), E(acb), E(bca) and E(cba).
The word we read off around the boundary of c is b −1 b = 1. The Magnus expansion of 1 is also 1, so E(abc) = E(bac) = 0. The word we read off around the boundary of a is also trivial, so E(bca) = E(cba) = 0. Finally, the word we read off around the boundary of b is a −1 c −1 ac. The coefficient of K c K a in the Magnus expansion of this word is -1, so E(cab) = −1. The coefficient of K a K c is 1 − 1 + 1 = 1, so E(acb) = 1.
We conclude that
Note that M (abc) =μ(abc) and M (bac) =μ(bca), since in this case there are no triple points.
Our goal is to prove the following theorem (where ∆ is the gcd of the linking numbers):
2. There is a choice of Seifert surfaces such that T (123) = 0, so M (123) ≡μ(123) (mod∆).
There is a choice of Seifert surfaces such that
Our program is as follows. We will define two kinds of "minimal representations" of Seifert surfaces. We will show that in one representation T (123) = 0, and in the other M (123) ≡ 0 (mod∆). We will also show that, in the first, M (123) ≡μ(123). Finally, we will describe a set of moves on Seifert surfaces (which do not change the link). We will show that, via these moves, any Seifert surface can be transformed to either minimal representation. We will also show that the moves preserve the sum M (123) − T (123) (modulo ∆), which must therefore always be congruent toμ(123). This will complete the proof of the theorem. The primary consequence of this is that, for any link, and any choice of Seifert surfaces, we have a procedure to find a new choice of Seifert surfaces in whichμ(123) can be computed just by counting triple intersection points.
We will define our two "minimal representations" as follows:
1. The only intersections between the Seifert surfaces are disjoint clasps. It is clear, in this case, that T (123) = 0, since there are no triple points at all.
2. Around the boundary of each surface, all intersections (clasps or ribbons) with a given other surface are adjacent, or else appear in cancelling pairs (i.e. adjacent intersections of opposite sign with the same surface).
Lemma 1 In the first minimal representation, M (123) ≡μ(123). In the second minimal representation, M (123) ≡ 0 (mod ∆).
Proof: First we consider the second minimal representation, and compute E(123). The word around the boundary of F 3 (after canceling pairs are allowed to cancel) is a n b m where n = lk(K 1 , K 3 ), m = lk(K 2 , K 3 ). So the coefficient of K a K b in the Magnus expansion is nm, which is congruent to 0 modulo the greatest common divisor of the linking numbers. So in this representation, E(123) = 0 modulo the linking numbers. Similarly, E(312) and E(213) are also congruent to 0, so we conclude that M (123) ≡ 0. Now we consider the first minimal representation. The Seifert surfaces can be viewed as 2-dimensional handlebodies -a disk with 1-handles attached. We will show that these handles can cross each other without changingμ(123). The crossing change between two handles looks like:
On the left, the longitude of component a is the word w 1 α −1 βw 2 β −1 α. On the right, the longitude is the word w 1 w 2 . α and β are both conjugates of the meridian of component b. Since we are only interested in the coefficient of K bc in the Magnus expansion (where c is the third component), we may assume α = c i bc
The contributions to K b and K c from these terms are trivial, so their only contributions to K bc are internal. These contributions are i − j and j − i respectively, which cancel. So the coefficient of K bc in w 1 α −1 βw 2 β −1 α is the same as that in w 1 w 2 , and hence the band crossing does not changeμ(123).
Clearly, the band crossing does not change M (123) (since the arrangement of clasps is preserved). So we can "disentangle" the three surfaces, except for the clasps. We can then place the three surfaces at the vertices of a triangle, where the edges are formed by the "feelers" reaching out to clasp each other (see Figure 3 for an example). The feelers can be arranged so that (aside from the clasps) each link component only crosses itself, and then only in band crossings. We can now compare M (123) andμ(123) in this situation.
To computeμ(123), we begin with the longitude l 3 , written as a word in the Wirtinger presentation. We then write each generator in this word as a conjugate w −1 m i w of a meridian (where w is just a word in the m i 's), and look at the coefficient of K 1 K 2 in the Magnus expansion of the result. What exactly does this count? Since we can ignore any occurrence of m 3 , the word for the longitude reduces to a product of factors of the form m Here k is the number of clasps of F 2 with F 1 (counted with sign) which precede the given clasp of F 2 with F 3 , as we traverse the boundary of F 2 . Each of these contribute 1 to E(132). Similarly, j is the number of clasps of F 1 with F 2 (counted with sign) which precede the given clasp of F 1 with F 3 , as we traverse the boundary of F 1 . Each of these contribute 1 to E(231). So the total internal contributions of these factors to the coefficient of K 1 K 2 is −E(132) + E(231). The contribution We will define three "finger" moves on Seifert surfaces (Figure 4 , Figure 5 and Figure 6 ).
Lemma 2 The difference M (123) − T (123) is invariant under all three moves.
Proof: Each move is, to be exact, 6 possible moves, since the roles of the three surfaces can be permuted. We will consider only one of the six cases, the ones depicted in the figures, since the others can be proved similarly. The first finger move (Figure 4 ) clearly doesn't change the number of triple points, so T (123) is unchanged. Also, since the words we read off around the boundaries of F 2 and F 3 are unchanged, so are E(123) and E(312). The word around the boundary of F 1 is only changed by adding a cancelling pair, so E(231) is unchanged. Therefore, M (123) is unchanged as well, and so is the difference M (123) − T (123).
The second finger move changes the number of triple points by 1. In the case shown in Figure 5 , a negative triple point is removed, so T (123) is increased by 1 (the boundary of the surfaces is oriented clockwise). The word around the boundaries of F 2 and F 3 is unchanged; the word around the boundary of F 1 is changed: wm 3 w ′ becomes wm 2 m 3 m −1 2 w ′ . So E(123) and E(312) are unchanged, while E(231) is increased by 1. The result is to also increase M (123) by one. Therefore, the difference M (123) − T (123) is unchanged.
The third finger move, as shown in Figure 6 , decreases T (123) by one, by adding a negative triple point. Again, the words around the boundaries of F 2 and F 3 are unchanged. The word around the boundary of F 1 changes from wm 2 m 3 w ′ to wm 3 m 2 w ′ . So E(312) and E(123) are unchanged, while E(231) is reduced by one. This means that M (123) is reduced by one, and once again the difference M (123) − T (123) is preserved. 2 Our final step is to show that we can transform the Seifert surfaces to either of the minimal representations described above. In the first type of minimal representation, the only intersections between surfaces are disjoint clasps. So we need to eliminate all circles, ribbons and triple points. We will describe a procedure to accomplish this. First, remove circles by finger moves of type 1. Do this by following any arc from the circle to the boundary of the surface, and breaking each arc crossed by this path by a type 1 finger move. Note that this move never creates circles, so we will have eliminated all circles.
So now all triple points involve clasps and/or ribbons. We can inductively remove the triple points along each clasp or "long" ribbon (i.e. ribbon with endpoints on the boundary of a surface) by using finger moves of type 2. Again, this move never creates circles, so we are left with a disjoint collection of clasps and ribbons. Finally, we remove the ribbons by finger moves of type one on "short" ribbons (ribbons whose endpoints are in the interior of the surface), along any arc from the ribbon to the boundary which avoids other ribbons and clasps. Such an arc will exist because there are no triple points or circles, so no short ribbon can be separated from the boundary. This leaves us with a collection of disjoint clasps -i.e. a minimal representation of the first type.
For a minimal representation of the second type, begin with a minimal representation of the first type, and simply reorder the clasps as necessary via transpositions, using finger move 3.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
